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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This study attempts to give in summary the

experimental research and pertinent literature avail-

able in the country on the subject of questioning

as a pedagogical technique. The main trends of

thought concerning the topic a.re given in as com-

plete a summary as resources and time were available

to the writer. Only a few articles are missing,

which dealt directly with questioning, the thoughts

contained in such articles are included in articles

present in this study.

The etymological bases of the word "question"

conveys the meanings of searching and. learning, from

the Latin "quaerito," to seek or search for and

"q.uaeso" to seek to learn. The etymology of education

stems from the Latin "e-duco," to lead or draw out.

It is hoped that the necessity for the two above

definitions to go hand in hand with learning can be

shown by the present papers.
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Questioning, either verbal or in writing is the

natural way for man to gather knowledge of the world

about him. For the normal human *-Tords are the nanner

of expressing thoughts, if interrogations, they are

but an admission of a lack of knowledge. Simple

words are best for expression in either interrogator

or respondent, for simplicity is beauty and an

element of truth.

The beggar and prince testify to the universality

of the questioning activity of men, wherever man

dwells the unquenchable thirst for knowledge can be

found, no matter ho T - r rudimentary his questions may

be they prove that man is a curious and wondering

being

.

Since man is an individual "per se" it is

necessary to try and consider the Questionings of

a fellow man with care to apprehend, his exact mean-

ing before we answer in our light.

The Question of the educand gives the educator

the opportunity to pra.ctice the principle of going

from the known to the unknown.





The fundamental truths of man’s being are

that by nature he is a rational animal, capable of

complex mental activity and has the common character-

istic -- curiosity -- inextricably woven into his

entire functions as a man. To ignore the foregoing

premises either in theory or practice brings about

poor and detrimental functioning of his person in

the quest for knowledge and truth.

This study proposes to:-

1. Show the cognizance had concerning

questioning by men centuries ago.

2* Analyze in summary the major

experimental studies completed

in this field.

3. Give evidence of the place

questioning holds to-day

in literature
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CHAPTER II

PERTINENT SELECTIONS FROM THE CLASSICS





CHAPTER II

PERTINENT SELECTIONS FROM THE CLASSICS

Educational principles taught today are by

no means of contemporary origin, for in the works

of ancient intellectualists are found their germin-

ation. Throughout classical literature is found the

seed of considerations now given place in educational

textbooks. Permeating throughout the classics is

found the thought that education is essentially a.

human work, its participants being the educator

and the educand. The task is of a complex nature,

since each man, though essentially the same, has

traits common to his person alone making him an

indlvidttal 11 per se"

,

A minute choice of the wealth found, in the

writings of antiquity will show the deep and under-

standing thought given by the brilliant men of the

oast to the fundamental elements to be considered

in ed.ucation of man. The selections pertain to the

use of the question and. answer method of pedagogy

and aspects bordering on its use as a technique for





giving knowledge.

Four hundred years before Christ the men of

Greece and Rome gave much time to planning the best

means of training the young for life in the adult

world. Socrates, Plato and Aristotle all left

writings concerning the problems of their day, some

found now in this era.

Socrates, the father of the questioning method

of probing deep under the surface of an issue left

his technique to a pupil, Plato, who continued the

methodology. In one work of Plato is testimony to

the deep and wise thought given the problems con-

fronting educators, of olden times. In three books

of Plato^a view is given to the questioning method

utilized by Socrates and his followers. A reading

of his work shows the fact that principles found,

today had seed, sown in years long past.

'Plato, The Education of the- Young in the
Republic of Plato . Cambridge at the University
Press, 1900.' Pp." 193. Translated by Bernard
Bosanquet

.





The work of another delegate from antiquity,

Quintillian,^/'whose thoughts concerning the

Question's use are fundamentally important. From the

elected selections evidence is given to the truth

that the query is the bridge necessary to help close

the abyss of ignorance found in the young and the

field of knowledge possessed by the educator. The

passages point to the importance of the teacher's

role of leader, interrogations from charges serving

only as points of departure from which to lead the

child to the light that will enable him to live as

a happy and helpful adult. ahe first selection is

Quin" i Ilian ' s preferred pupil's traits, the second,

qualities of the master, the third departs from

traditional pedagogy, yet holds rich potentialities.

The three thoughts are

:

"My ideal pupil will readily acquire the

knowledge presented to him and some things, to be

will elicit by questions; yet he will follow his

l/Quintillian, Quiniillian On Education
,
Being

Translation of Selected Passages From the Instituti o

Oratories^ With an Introductory Essay on Quint iIlian,
His Environment and kis Theory of Education. Oxford at
the Clarendon P'ress, 1938 ,

pp.~l^jT . Iransi at"ed by ¥i 11iam
M. Small.
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‘‘master rather than to seek to outrun him. Such

precocity of intellect, seldom, if ever, attains to

full fruition. *\i/

"He must answer questions readily and put

questions himself to those who do not ask them. In

praising the recitation of his pupils, he must not

be either niggardly or extravagant, for in the for-

mer case he will arouse a distaste for toil, in the

latter a spirit of self-complacency."—/

"There are some kinds of amusement, too, not

unserviceable for sharpening the wits of boys, as

when they contend with each other by proposing all

sorts of questions in turn.—/

Throughout the Bible admonition and instruc-

tion is given to both children and adults to seek,

ask and question for knowledge. Many selections of

the above nature express the truth that it is man’s

duty to be of a sincere, inquiring nature and that

l/ Ibid., p. 30.

2 /ibid., p. 74.

3/ Ibid., p. 121
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the one responding do justice to objective reality*

Sixteenth Century France found a man giving

place to nature’s gift to man, curiosity. From

Rousseau’ si
7

work on childhood education is drawn

the next four bits of admonition in the use of a

characteristic common to all men. The first

selection gives us the child’s first interest in

his expanding world, the second warns against the
-'-v

cleverness of children, the third an obligation

ever with the teacher.

’’Make your pupil attentive to the phenomena

of nature, and you will awaken his curiosity; but

to keep that curiosity alive, you must be in no

haste to satisfy it. Put questions to him adapted

to his capacity and leave him to resolve them."§/

’’When he asks a question, be your answer

calculated rather to keep alive than satisfy his

curiosity; especially when you observe he has a

l/ Rousseau, Rous seau’s Emile , OR Treatise
On Education . New York: D. Appleton and C
Company, 1906, 363 Pp. Translated by William
Payne

.

2/ Ibid., p. 137.
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mind to trifle rather than be instructed. You

ought to pay less regard to the terms on interrogation,

than to his motives for enquiry. This conduct becomes

of the greatest importance when the child begins to

reason .
-1/

end determined, without seeming to hesitate. It

is needless to add, that they should be strictly

true; one cannot teach children the danger of tell-

ing lies to men, without perceiving the great danger

of deceiving children. A single falsehood averred

by the master to his pupil, will forever destroy the

fruits of education. 11£/

Loche^/in England also places the use of queries

and innate curiosity of children to fundamental con-

sideration in his educational writings. To express

his thoughts in his words the next selection is

given. The thoughts contained in the following lines

TTere voiced by others before him and find place among

modern textbooks. Lock’s full realization of a

"Let you answers always be concise, serious

1/Ibid.
, p. 145.

2/lbid., p. 197.

Auburn i.,x. Dennis Dros . ana company i ?cy

,

Education ,

Pd. IQ 2.





natural characteristic w ;

11 Curiosity in children is hut an appetite after

knowledge, and therefore ought to he encouraged in

them, not only as a good sign, hut as the great in-

strument nature has provided, to remove that ignorance

they were horn with ancl which without this "busy in-

quisitiveness will make them dull and useless creatures.

The way to encourage it, and keep it active and busy,

are
,

I suppose, these following: not to check or

discountenance any inquiries he shall make, nor

suffer them to he laughed at; hut to answer all his

qpiestions, and explain the matter he desires to know

so as to make them as intelligible to him, as suits

the capacity of his age and knowledge . "1/

As a final representative of older works con-

sidering training of children a translation by Jarvis^

of Froebels’ thoughts are presented. The kindergarten

founder was cognizant a.hout the verbal expressions

in ouery form by children, in their wonderment at

T7lhld7, P. 139.

2/Froebel, Froebels ' Education of Man. New York:
A. Lovell Company, 1866,~Pp7 27T.





the world around them. His advice was:

"Do not harshly repel him, show no impatience

about his ever recurring questions. Every harshly

repelling word crushes a cud or shoot of his tree

of life. Do not however, tell him in words much

more than he could find himself without your words.

For it is of course easier to hear the answer from

another, perhaps only to half hear and understand

it, than it is to seek and discover it himself. To

have found one fourth of the answer by his own effor

is of more value and. importance to the child than it

is to half hear and half understand it in the words

of another. Do not, therefore, always answer your

child’s question at once and d.irectly; but as soon

as they have gathered, sufficient strength and. ex-

perience, furnish them with the means to find, the

answer in the sphere of their own knowledge."!/

How well Kipling^/expressed the value of the

question in adults and children in the following

l/lbid.
, p. 51 .

2/Rudyard Kipling, Just 5o Stories , Mew York,
Charles Scribner’s Sons 1903, p. 87.





selection :

"I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew)
Their names are What and Where and When
And Sow and Where and Who .

I send them over land and sea,
I send them east and west;
But after they have worked for me,
I give them all a rest

I know a verson small .

She keeps ten million serving men.
Who get no rest at all [

She sends ’em abroad on her own affairs,
From the second she opens her eyes—
One million Hows, two million Wheres,
And seven million Whys i

1

'

The classics, our hereditary gift of past

ages, point clearly to the fact that questioning

in education has ever been thought of as an

important and basic factor to be reckoned with in

teaching. From the presented selections an insight

is had to the truth that education is a process of

growth inextricably woven into the innate character-

istics of man. The nature of the child, his

curiosity, individuality and dependence upon the

teacher all have mention in the writings of

antiquity. Their thoughts have echoings in literature.
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through the centuries to our modern day textbooks.

Since the past centuries human knowledge has

grown in leaps and hounds. Pedagogy through

experimental study points out many failures in the

use of the question and answer method of imparting

knowledge. Studies have also thrown light on the

proper use of the interrogation technique of teach-

ing, Human nature remains essentially the same

and its characteristics must he given concern as

always

.
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CHAPTER III

A SURVEY OF MAJOR EXPERIMENTAL

RESEARCH AND LITERATURE

NEGATIVE CRITICISMS

With the growth of education came the problem

as to whether or not the questioning mehtod was

used properly in the classroom. Clapp^in 1396

makes the following statement:

"The moment children step into the

ordinary classroom opportunities for questioning

2/and spontaneous judging and willing are cut off. -'

The lack of material on questioning is again

commented on by Davi ol/in 1936 when she says:

"The literature on child development no-

where yields an analysis of unselected spontaneous

questions asked by a large number of children in

~ l/Kenry L. Clapp, "Educative Value of Child-
ren 1 s Questions," PpprIlx. S&jjancLg. ILLithly.. ^9:
799-809+ ;

October, "1896.

2/rbld.
, p. 801.

3/Edith A. Davis, "The Form and Function of

Children’s Questions," Child Development
, 3: 57-

7^; March 1932.
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the everyday home situation. > 1/

The Journal of Education ^of July 2, 1914

gives another similar idea, when an article mentions

whether or not proper use of the interrogation was

practiced in actual classrooms. Also was the

voicing of the truth that few experimental studies

were in existence to shed any light upon the problem,

2 /
McLees*^ quoted G-eorge A. Dorsey on the problem

of the poor use of the natural gift curiosity

—

11 If we are a nation of morons, as the army

tests seem to show, it is because our most price-

less gift (curiosity) has blunted in our youth-

a terrible indictment of the child's primary teacher

and our whole school system. UJ

17Ibid., p. 5?.

2/ "The Fine Art of Ashing
Questions 11

,
Journal of Education

, 79-80 ;8-9;
July 2, 1914

(3/Willie McLees, "Making Use of the Environ-
ment to Satisfy Curiosity," Childhood Education .

7: 42-43; September 1930.

4/lbid.
, p. 42 .
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Myers^also admits that a lack of understanding

is had by teachers when dealing with questions. He

commented on the annoyance felt by the teachers due

to the burden of the school programs other issues.

Bohn-^/expresses these thoughts on the problem

of questioning:

"If he asks in a.ll seriousness where he

came from and how the earth was made and is put off

with palpable fabrications he will come to think

that the adults are not concerned with these matters

so vital to him or are ignorant concerning them.

So he will grow uncommunicative . ".1/

A statement involving and summarizing the

neglect found in respect to pupil questioning was

made by Sister M. Alvantia S. L. ^when she said:

l/G-arry C. Myers, "Problems of Personality,"
Journal of Education. 114: 122-223: September 21,
1931.

2/William E. Bohn, "A Child’s Question,
Pedagogical Seminary . 23: 120-122; March, 191c.

2/lbid.
, p. 212.

4/Sister M. Alvanita S. L.
,

"The Art of
Questioning," The C catholic School Journal . 32:
4-5; January, 1938.
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"The discrepancy between theory and

practice is nowhere more patent than in the case

of teachers who strictly adhere to the Socratic

method of reciting. 11^
She expresses the truth that if one admits

questioning to be an art, one than must give

consicous attention to its acquisition by practice

and guard, its growth to make it an art in the

strict sense of the word.

2/
Nash-7 in describing his procedure of study

makes mention of the lack of time given to writing

about the subject of questioning when he says:

"Another attempt ’• ras made to take the

opinion of all the authors listed in the Reader’s

Guide over a ten year period, but it was found

impractical since so little has been written on

the subject of questioning d.uring the past ten
r> /years

.

11

" l/lbid.
, p. 4.

2/Leonard V. Nash, The Question As a Leans
Of Rducr tlon. Master’s Thesis, New York University
N7Y. 1930 Pp. 56.

2/rbid.

,

P. 7.





use

Stevens^ conducted a study involving the

of the question in classroom practice in 1912 .

He comments on the consideration given the matter

of class questioning activity when he says

:

"That it is a neglected aspect of learning

is proved by the fact that so little has been

written about questioning. ..2/

Following the thought in the last quote he

made verbatim records of questions asked in all

kinds of schools from grade seven through the senior

year of high school, supplementing these records

were personal observations. The basis for analyses

of the questions was for techniques used in their

practice alone. Twenty lessons were stenographically

reported tor detailed study by the author of the

study which lasted four years. From the twenty

l/Rommiet Stevens, The Question As A Measure
Of Efficiency In Instruction : A Critical Study Of
Classroom Practice . Contributions to Education,
Ho. 48’ [New York: Teacher's College, Columbia
University, (1912), Pp. 65 .

2/lbid.
, p. 1.





lessons subjected to study he found that the

teacher utilized, two thirds of the class time in

oral expression, the remaining third was divided

among the thirty or so pupils making up the class.

Major conclusions drawn from the entire data gathered

were based on the consistent multiplicity of quest-

ions he found in classrooms. Seven such conclusions

were

:

1. High nervous tension was present where

normal class atmosphere should have existed.

2. Instead of directing the pupil's work

the teacher was doing it.

3. Memory Questions and superficial judgment

in pupil response was prevalent.

Display of knowledge rather than its

use was in practice.

5. Practice in self expression through

verbal activities by pupils was neglected.

6. Individual needs were given little

consideration by teachers.

7. Opportunities for practice of self

reliance and independent work by pupils was stunted.
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Horn^/in 1915 made a. study of the ouestlon

of what distribution of opportunity pupils experienced

in class participation . His method was similar to

the previous study. Twenty- two schools in nineteen

systems and eleven states were included in the

research. His two major conclusions were:

1. Unequal distribution existed.. The fourth

of the class doing the most reciting engaged four

times as much as the fourth doing the least reciting.

2. The best fourth, in all around ability

do about two-fifths as much reciting as the poorest

fourth.

Thome on-^/made a study in 1924 with concern

to questions of children and interests evidenced

by an analyses of such questions. Teachers and

parents reported all Questions asked by pupils for

1/Ernest Horn, Distribution of Opportunity
For Participation Among the Various Pupils in
Classroom Recitations, Contrubution to Education,
No. 87, (New York: Tes.cher's College, Columbia.
University, 1915), Pp. 40.

2/Lou H. Thomson, "Children 1 s Questions"
University of Ohio Educational Research Bulletin.
T:'" 5'0-^I2T1TovemFeF ”2F, ' 19&K





a time set by the author. The questions were classed

according to their content. A conclusion relevant

to studies of amount of children's questions drawn

from her findings is that on the average classroom

pupils do not ask questions.

In 1938 Murphyi/carried out a study of the

same nature involving one hundred and eighty-nine

pupils in private and public high schools. The

study lasted four months. Conclusions based on

data substantiates previous studies of this

problem. In the main her findings were:

1. Fowl fifths of the class time was taken

up with the question end answer method of teaching.

2. "What" questions were fifty per cent of

the total asked.

3. Teacher lesson plans lacked inclusion

of questions which would stimulate discussion.

4. Most cases found seventy per cent of

the work in class being done by the teacher.

l/Ann" L. Murphy, The Use of the Question in
High School Teaching . Master's Thesis, Clark
University, 1:97 B, Pp. 70.
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5. Most teachers relied greatly on text-

books as a source of questions used.

Coreyi/studied the problem of questioning, one

aspect was revelant to time consumed by participants

in the interrogations in a high school class. Trans

cripts of stenographic verbatim records made for a

period of one week in the school year in six. high

school classes were analyzed.

His conclusions bearing on the phase being-

discussed were:

1. Teachers asked approximately eleven

questions to every pupil query.

2. The pupils did not average one question

each in the course of the thirty hours: teachers

averaged more than two hundred each.

3. Thirty eight per cent of the teachers’

questions were not answered by the pupil at all.

l/Stenhen M. Corey, 11 The Teacher s Out .Talk:

The Puoi ls, 11 The School Review, 48: 745-752;
December* 1§40.
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Brooks^ in an article describing a lesson in

questioning to seniors of a liberal arts college

makes the following comment:

"A recitation is good in direct proportion

to the pupil's participation and contribution to it."

The previous studies and comments give the

major faults existing in teaching with regard to

questioning.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMTNT

Sister Alvanita-^/makes mention of the practice

of teaching children now to answer questions and.

the habit of carefully deciding just what a proper

answer to a question should be—not trusting to

their inspirations.

In answering questions of pupils the following

thought was voiced, by her:

1/John D. Brooks, "Learn to Quizz by Quizzing,"
Journal of Education . 115:630-632; November 1932.

2/Ibid., p. 630.

2/Sister Alvantia, op. cit. p. k.





"Here the teacher is given the fullest

opportunity to inspire her pupils thought kindly

sympathy, tact, and the other estimable character-

istics of a plee„sing personality. "v

In an article in Current Opinion-^/of March,

1921, is found mention of the difficulty in framing

a question that will be meaningfull in the mind of

the intended respondent. A like thought is made

by Cunningham^/in a very good discussion of the

principles essential to proper questioning in

classrooms. His comments dealt with the aiding

students to word exact questions not the teacher

would be able to furnish a correct answer. In

the New Statesman and Nation—/the oft-mentioned

fact that quality rather than quantity of queries

1/Ibid.
, p. 5.

2/ "Why So Few of Us Can Ask a
Question, 11 Current Opinion. ?0: 376-378; March,
1921.

o/jemes V. Cunningham, 11 Rai 3 ,

High Points, 23: 51-5^; April, 19^1.

kj "The Trick Questioner, " New
Statesman and tion. 8: 784-f; December, 193^.
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is the end to "be desired in using1 Questions.

Bohnr^in continuing his discussion saints

out the importance in answering children* s questions

when he says :

"On the other hand, if his questions are

answered he "ill develop a right attitude. He

may misunderstand the replies or forget tl m: ut

he will come to regard the world as an intelligible

place, and intelligible for him."

The following,' statement of Idtch^/r©echoes

the thoughts of many educators who have written

on the subject of questionin' 1

:

"First, however, we may be fitly reminded

that the art of putting Questions is one of the

first and most necessary arts to be acquired by

a teacher. To know how to put a' good question is

to have gone a long way towards becoming a skillful

and efficient instructor . "2/

1/Bohn, op. cit. p. 121.

2/j . G. Fitch, Lectures On Tes chi . 1
" Yorl :

MacMillan and Company, lc§9, up. 151-179

.

2/Ibid., p. 151.





If a conscious effort is ras.de by teachers to

improve on their methods of Questioning a great

gain would be had in the efficiency of its use.

Houston^/brought this truth out when he carried

out a plan for the improvement of questioning in

the classroom. Two junior high schools and eleven

social studies teachers were involved in the study

Attention was focused on the use of the Question

by having conferences with the participating

teachers, criteria for improving questions and

lists of evaluation were drawn up at these meeting

Four encouraging results came from the plan,

essentially a direction of attention to use of

Questions. The results may be listed as follows:

1. Questioning activities as well as

other class activities reached closer realisation

of tea.cher objectives.

2. Pupil Participation increased, teachers

questions lessened and responses left traditional

1/V. K. Houston, "Improving the Quality of
Classroom Questions and Questioning, 11 Elementary
Admi ni strati on ar,c Supervision . 24: 17-28;
January 193 S.
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textbook form.

3. Facts and their relationships appeared

more frequently in Questions.

4. Repetition of answers and questions

dropped along with pupil interruption of both.

Meeker^/conducted a study to bring to light

the following points

:

11 1. To make the oupil familiar with a few

outstanding types of questions.

2. To teach, by giving actual practice,

the method of approaching and answering these types’.

"

The types chosen gave exercise of the thought

aspect in answering a.nd not mere factual knowledge.

Cause and effect, decision, pro or con, comparison

and illustration are among the types used by the

experimenter.

Two comparable groups of thirty children

each with the IQ’s averaging 102.0 and 103.33

respectively were subjects of the experiments.

1/Harold L. Ileeker, An Experiment in Teaching
Pupils How to Answer Que sTTTons

,
Mester’s h e s I

s

Universify oT" Chlc-gb, Chicago, Illinois, 1926, Pp. ?8.
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Normal class conditions were stressed as was

practicable. Identical reading assignments were

used, in classes of forty minutes for a five day

week for fifteen weeks. Both groups were given

initial tests to determine native ability. After

teaching one class how to find and answer the various

types by conscious teaching of techniques both classes

were again tested after fifteen weeks. The follow-

ing results were evidenced from the data obtained;

1. The total number of questions answered,

correctly by the experimehtal group was 128 more

in all six types than the non-experimental group.

2. The average number was slightly over

four questions per pupil in the experimental group

compared with the non-expertmental group.

His conclusions were:

"1. Specific training and. practice in ans-

wering certain type questions results in greater

increase of ability to answer questions of those

types than does undirected, study on the same

material





2. Some types of questions adopt them-

selves more easily to direct training than do

others .

^

PUPIL CONSIDERATIONS

Much has "been said conderning the interests

of children and their capacities for absorbing

knowledge if it is properly presented to them.

Too often we find teachers lacking the ability to

come down to tine level of the child in thought and.

3/expression of thought through vocabulary. Brown-1-'

made e.n interesting remark when he compared the

question of a child to a key with which to enter

o /his world. Jenkins-^ makes mention of the idea that

children’ s interests are wide in the range even at

a five year age level.

1/Ibid.
, p. ?6.

2/John M. Brown, "Question and. Answer," Saturday
Preview of Literature . Jl: 26-28; May 15, 19^8.

8/PhiliD Pl. Jenkins. "Mother, Why?", Arne ri can
Home . 25: 60f April, 1941.





Pratt—'has these thoughts concernin curiosity

end the child:

"Curiosity, that life-giving human attribute,

is nourished only by discovery. To discover is to

live at the highest pitch of interest and concentration.

3/Storm^ carried out a unique experiment in

comparing fifty pupil questions to fifty teacher

questions in a school system that had stressed

socialized recitation for six years. The interest-

ing element in the study is that, in fact, fifth

and sixth grad.e pupils were compared to senior high

school teachers as to whether their questions were

good, or poor. Forty teachers checked a mimeographed

list of the total number of questions with no

indication as to whether the questions were of

pupil or teacher origin.

l/Caroline Pratt, "Learning by Experience,"
Child Study , 11: 69-70; December, 1933.

2/Ibid., p. 69.

_3/H. C. Storm, "Who Can Ask the Better Questions,
Teachers or Pupils," Elementary School Journal. 28:
610-615; April, 1928.





His surprising results were:

1. Almost ever esse heel more pupils’

questions marked as good.

2. Only two teachers checked more teachers 1

questions as good.

3. The median number of ouoils’ auestions

checked as good was twenty-seven, whereas the

thecher median number was seventeen.

Moore^arrived at the result that chilclren’s

questions are as good as teacher’s queries through

an analysis of study questions found in intermed.-

ia-te grade textbooks.

She classified questions in the following

manner

:

I. Memory Questions

1. Questions calling for selective ready-

ing and. memory of isolated, facts.

2. Questions calling for reading, grasp-

ing, and remembering an organized body

of material.

l/Nellie E. Moore, "An Analysis of Study Quest-
ions Found in Textbooks for Intermediate Grades,"
Siemens - School .Journal , 2?: 19^-208; September, 1926.
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II. Thought (Questions.

1. Causal reasoning.

(a) Based on analogy.

(b) Based on reasoning and judgment.

(c) Based on analogy and judgment.

2. Comparison or contrast.

(a) Finding likenesses only.

(b) Finding differences.

(c) Finding likenesses and differences

(d) Comparison and evaluation or choic

3. Reorganisation of facts - grouping.

(a) Grouping only.

(b) Grouping and evaluation or choice.

4. Reorga.niza.tion of facts - imagination.

(a) Reconstructive imagination, mental

picture or menta.l picture and

verbal expression.

(b) Reconstructive imagination involv-

ing constructive expression.

(c) Constructive imagination.

(d) Constructive imagination involv-

ing constructive expression.
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5. Interpretation of author’s meaning.

(a) Words and phrases.

(b) Inferences from situations presented.

6. Application of a principle or definition.

7. Selective recall.

8. Criticism - forming judgments and opinion

9. Analysis.

10. Interpretation of map symbols

(a) Map reading.

(b) Map ' consturction.

11. Interpretation of pictures

12. Selective reading.

13. G-enereli sing as to the centr-1 idee, of

a body of material.

14. Outlining the mein points and support-

ing details.

15. Reasoning as to time, distance, or area.

Gattos’^/study of like nature was carried out

with four hundred e.nd eight children from the third,

to the sixth grade inclusive, nine teachers of these

pupils were also included. Ca.se studies, question

1/Frank M. G-atto, Pupils Questions : Their
ature and Relationship to the Study Process ,

Pitts-
burgh: University of Pitt,. ... h, 1929, Pp. Ip8.
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question lists and observations were the mechanics

of his plan of study. Eis main interest was in

the study processes evidenced by pupils* questions.

One of his conclusions favoring greater pupil

questioning activity was:

Comparison of teacher and textbook questions

to those of pupils showed favor to giving pupils

considerable opportunity for participation in

verbal classroom activities.

McWilliams—^studied reactions of forty-eight

in eighth grade mathematics involving the number

of simple and thought Questions contributed by

these pupils.

Her summary of conclusions is giving in this

quote :

"This report will be of value to show

teachers that diminishing simple questions rests

with them. The teachers' task then is to provide

a. rich mass of assimilation material, to follow

1/Lulu E. McWilliams, "A Study of Pupil
Reactions," Mathena tics Teacher

.
22: 284-292;

May, 19 9.
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up thought questions by class discussion, to

lessen simple questions by holding the students 1

attention, to give clear cut presentations and

explanations and check up on themselves occasion-

ally. "i/

Corey^/and Fahey studied the agreement of

judges in respect to a list of submitted pupil

questions in light of evidences given in the

queries of processes of higher mental activities

by the pupils. The questions were those of

seventh graders chosen at random by the authors,

all judges had work completed toward advanced

degrees. Twenty questions were taken from each

pupil, mimeographed and stapled together in all

oossible sequential arrangements for judgment.

One of the -results pertinent was that about seven-

teen per cent of the two hundred questions were

1/lbId
. , p. 292.

2/Stephan H. Corey and George L. Fahey,
"Inferring Type of Mental Activity From Classroom
Questions Asked, 11 he Journal , of Education . Jl:
94-101; February 1940

.





agreed upon by more than fifty per cent of the

judges as indicative of higher mental processes

in pupil thinking.

3a.ker^/in 1945 gives the results of a study

"hi ch pro po s ed to:

"1. To call attention to the rich resource

which lies in the questions children rs.ise.

2. To indicate to faculties of Teachers'

Colleges the fields of knowledge with which elementary

teachers should be well acquainted.

3. To suggest means by which child.rens'

questions may give direction tb. the curriculum of

the intermediate grad.es and Teacher's College.

She analyzed 9,280 questions of 1,402 child.ren

from the third through the sixth grad.e representing

varied socio-economic cls.sses. These questions

were obtained by the author's request to teachers.

1/Emily V. Baker, CM Tdren ' s Questions and.
Their Implication s for Flanninv the Curriculum.
Teacher's College, Columbia University, Bureau of
Publications, 1945. Pp. 172.

2/lbid,, p. 169.





Observations were used to supplement verbatim

records. Twelve schools having as near normal

class conditions as possible were observed.

Her major conclusions were:

1. In grades three to six many interests

run concurrently and may be expected, to continue

for several years in a given area.

2. Origins and causes of natural and social

phenomena re high. Children d.esire aid. in interpre-

tation of observed, facts.

3. Nearly fifty per cent of the questions

obtained fell within a.reas commonly known as social

stud.ies. Thirty-eight per cent called, for scientific

information.

4. Teachers need a rich background in the

social, physical and biological sciences. They

also need, to keep abreast of current events.

Miller^' experimented, with means to stimulate

a,nd utilize questions with fourth grade children

in twenty-nine public schools. For three months

l/William W. Filler, The Utill nation And.
Encouragement of Children 1 s Questions For Immediate
Educational Use . Doctor's Dissertation, Ohio State
University, 1939, Pp. 135.





reports and observations were carried out by the

teachers of these grades after conferences stressing

techniques of stimulating and using pupils' questions.

The author directed the conferences. Bulletins

were sent the participating teachers reporting the

progress of the experiment periodically.

At the end of the three months twenty four

of the teachers again conferred
,
summarized and.

shared experiences. They "ere given questionnaires

by the author who includ.ed these questions for frank

and anonymous answers by the teachers present:

1.

What are some of the important things

you have d_one to encourage pupil questions?

The answers in general to this question were:

1. Experiments and class question boxes

were listed by eight teachers respectively.

2. Complimenting good queries, having a

"question section" of blackboard, field trips, and.

allowing more time in answering and. asking questions

had. fifteen teachers each,

3. Reference books, more discussions and
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classroom atmosphere free from restraint had two

teachers each.

The second question asked for items considered

hinderances to pupil questioning and the answers

were, in summary:

1. Lack of time, encouragement, interest

and vocabulary were listed by three teachers

respectively.

2. Only one teacher considered the follow-

ing respecitvely
;
overtension, recitation method,

formal class atmosphere and too much teacher

monoply of work.

The third question dealt with techniques of

repressing foolish questions and the suggestions

were

:

1. Developing group attitude against such

questions had place in eight teachers' minds.

2. Assignment of the question to the

inquirer for study and report found favor with

five teachers.

Freedom to ask but subsequent responsibility,

showing pupils how to help themselves and discover-
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ing purposes behind such questions were listed

each only by one teacher.

The answers to the Questions given by the

a-uthor show why Stevens^arrived at his conclusions,

for he found prevalent practices given little con-

sideration by the teachers who answered the questions

given by the author of the present study described.

Teacher encouragement of questions with day

by day record of the questions yielded 6,522 study

questions. As in other experiments showing child-

ren’s interests. Animal life, social phenomena

and natural phenomena ranked highly. A few examples

of the results when questions were classified were:

1. In twenty two classes one hundred and

seventy five questions were asked about airplanes.

2. In twenty six classes one hundred and

fifty two questions concerned animals.

3. In twenty eight classes two hundred and

twenty three questions **ere about birds.

Important improvements due to the encourage-

ment of pupil questions are:

1/Stevens
,

op. cit. p. 60-62.





1. More and longer discussion periods were

provided for in the daily programs.

2. Additional instructions were given on

how to look up things.

3. Letters were written to informed indi-

viduals or agencies.

4. Experiments were started, to find answers.

5. Trips were planned to help solve problems

6

.

added

.

Additional materials and equipment were

7. Pupils participated more.

8. Teachers gave more guidance than formerly

9.

studies

.

Pupils began to make plans in advance of

10. Pupils became more observing if their

environment

.

11. Children accepted schoolroom plans 'as

their own.

Miller—^gives some comments made by the tea.cher

after the experiment was over and two are herein

given

:

1/Ibid.
, pp. 84-85.





"1. It is surprising the amount of in-

formation we have gained that we would not have

known otherwi s e

.

11

2.

I am also trying to have the chi ldren

lead in group discussions. In this way many

questions are asked which were never asked when

I led the discussions."

The main conclusions drawn by the author from

the entire study were:

1. In the elementary schools observed pupils

asked few thought questions.

2. Puoils ask too ms.ny questions of the

II oermission" type on things they should have personal

responsibility for.

3. Teachers ask more than three times as

many questions in the classrooms as did the pupils.

4. Planning, work and study periods along

with d.iscussion foster questions more than the

trad.itional recitation periods.

5. Prompt attention to children's questions

give best educational posibilities

.





6. Healthful merit' 1 ' ygiene benefits stem

from freedom of pupils to ask questions.

7. Pupils are eager and learn faster if

they are allowed to propose questions and plan

finding of answers.

8. Class size does not, if average, hurt

number or range of questions. Socio-economic factors

are more determining influences.

9. The careful consideration of pupils 1

questions is a very productive means of enriching

the curricilum

.

10. Reference books and other tools for

gathering information are, extremely important.

11. Teachers need to know the natural,

biological and physical sciences.

Da.vis^conducted a study of the spontaneous

interrogative activities of seventy-three children

of the ages three to twelve. A total of 3,650

questions were recorded verbatim by cooperating

mothers at the Parental Educational Department of

the Institute of Child Welfare at the University

l/Davis op. cit. pp. 57-7^.
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of Minnesota. The mothers were given prepared

forms on which to record the data such as age of

child, circumstances provoking the question and

the length of the question in words. Five hundred

questions of adults were taken from verbatim testi-

mony and conversation in p'rinteo materials such as

newspapers. The questions of adults were compared

with those of the children.

Some of her main conclusions drawn from an

ans.lysis and comparison of the collected data were:

1. Boys Questioned at a faster pace than

girls but younger children do not ask questions

faster than older children.

2. Questions demanding casual explanations

were asked more by boys; girls questioned more about

social relations.

5. Eighty-eight per cent of the questions

seemed to result from immediate situations, only

eleven per cent concerned, remote situations.

4. Boys and girls seemed to have very

similar interests.
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5. In questions starting from a single topic

there was no difference in age or sex in asking a

series of logically related questions.

6. Forty two per cent of adult questions

were of six words or less, and only seven of the

five hundred adult questions exceeded the maximum

length for the children.

She prefaced, her conclusions with the follow-

ing statement:

"Further study of children's questions along

many lines is needed before any definite conclusions

can be drawn. The data analyzed!, here indicate that

the child.ren in the present d.ay American home of

the upper Socio-economic levels employs questioning,

as d.oes the ordinary adull t
,
because it is efficient

and convenient means of extracting satisfaction

from contact with other people, acquiring information

about external reality, perfecting his command, of

the instrument of language, and achieving adaptation

to the physical and social environment in which he

finds himself

.

11

1/D vis op. cit. p. 73





Gaff-7 studied interests of first graders toy

using their questions. She was interested in find-

ing out school activities which stimulated question-

ing, the type question most frequently asked and

interests as revealed toy their questions.

She tested the experimental group in the fall

with the Detroit Intelligence Test, Form A, to

determine the children’s native ability. Seven

hundred and twenty questions asked were recorded

on cards listing the child's name, date of Question

and situation provoking the response. The study

lasted nine months. A check list was used to

study the cards to show the frequency of factors

involving, stimulative activities, centers of interest

and type as involved the actual questions. Six

classifications were used in grouping the questions

what, who, when, how, where and why.

Gaff's summary' of conclusions were;

1. The linguistic activity is most conducive

' 1/Mary C . Gaff, Interest of First Grade
Children as Revealed toy Their Questions . Nashville
Tenn; Master's Thesis, George Peatoody Teacher's
College, 1937. Pp. 53.





to having first graders ask questions.

2. "What," questions were in the majority

in activities.

3. People is their major interest and child-

ren more interesting than adults.

4. The immediate environment is most inter-

esting to them.

Fitch^/includes most of the fundamental princi-

ples recognized by writers on this subject in con-

temporary literature. He includes the following

questions to a child:

1. To awaken curiosity and broaden his

sphere of knowledge

.

2. To discover what knowledge the child

has prior to and after teaching.

3. To reveal his difficulties and mis-

conceptions .

4. To foster and keep proper rapport

between teacher and pupil in attention and cooperation.

He lists these e.s tests of a good questioning:

1. Clarity in thought and expression.

l/Fltch, op. cit. Fp. 151-lc3.





2. Terseness, voic1 of unnecessary expletives.

3. Pointedness, lack of ambiguity.

k. Continuity in series of questions.

5. Avoidance of mere negative-affirmative

answers or single word responses.

6. Ability to be answered reasonably.

7. Lack of repetition.

8. Consciousness of proper expression.

9. Patience in waiting for responses.

10. Encouragement and sincerity throughout

entire process.

11. Avoif asking only bright charges, put

questions in turn to the entire class.

Mutchleri/states that the question and

-answer method of teaching receives negative criticism

because of the lack of skill present in the teacher

to put questions properly. She stresses the import-

ance for carefully worded questions as opportunities

for guiding and diagnosing pupils in the journey

1/Alice Mutchler, "Improve the Question You

Use", Nebraska Educational Journal Zk : 330 ;
December, 19^





to the end of an educand adult. Two important

classroom uses of the question listed by her are

for the reproduction of facts from textbooks and

the use of these facts in their proper relation-

ships, one voided if the other is absent. Her

comprehensive list of suggestions for improving

questions is:

1. Prepare and write out, as part of each

lesson plan, the pivotal questions which direct

attention to the salient features of the work.

2. Take time during the recitation period

to formulate good questions, thus avoiding nervous

tension which leads to inattention and disorder.

3. G-ive time after a thought question

before interval, plus pupil’s name gives the best

results. Require a prompt response to factual

questions

.

Be sure all questions are definitely

and clearly stated.

5. Repeat questions only when necessary,

and then be sure not to change the form of the





question

6. Use many "how" and "why" questions.

7. Drill questions should have but one

correct response,

8. Avoid a uniform sequence of calling upon

pupils

.

9. Do nothing that will interfere with the

concentration of attention, such as recording grades.

'10. Do not answer for the pupils nor repeat

their answers.

11. Do not interrupt if the response is

sincere

.

12. Know your subject matter so well that

your time will be as free as possible to observe

and, direct the response of the pupils.

13. Do not reveal your estimate of the ans-

wer while it is being given.

14. Too much time should not be wasted in

exacting answers from slow pupils.

15. Questions should not imply the answer.

16. The learning attitude should character-

ize the teacher as well as the pupil.—

1/Ibid.
, p. 330





Brooks^/conducted, a study to compare the merits

of two methods of instruction. One was the tradit-

ional "question and answer" method, the other,

pupil activity technique. He defines the two

respectively as:

11—a type of tea.china in which the instructor

makes definite page assignments in the textbook each

day e.nd conducts the recitation by a direct question

2 /and answer method.''-"

"— a type of teaching in which the student

is stimulated. to take the initiative and is guided

in searching for information with which to com-

plete a unit of work."-i

Thirty one seventh grade history pupils,

equated as closely as possible were the subjects

of the experiment. The pupils were divided, into

l/Duix rard S. Brooks, A Compa.ra.tive Stud.y of
the Tra-dti tional Question and Answer and Pupil
Activity Hethod.s of Cla ssroom Procedure

.

Master* s

Thesis, 1931 ;
Southern Methodist University, Dallas

Texas, Pp. 82.

2/lbid., p. 1.

jj/Ibid.
, p . 2

.

Boston University

School ot Education^

^ Library.





two groups and each taught by one method for six

weeks each, totalling twelve weeks for the entire

experiment. Objective tests were given to the

groups after each six week period to determine the

knowledge outcomes of each technique. At the end

of the experiment after marks were given the pupils

a questionnaire was distributed to each participant

All the matter on these questionnaires was fully

explained and pupils were told, with emphasis

that nothing would be held against them no matter

how they answered the questions. The results of

the test after the first six weeks, in which G-roup

A was the "Question and answer" and G-roup 3 the

pupil activity, were:

"1. A class median of 2.25 points higher

for C-roup B.

2. A median of 9.98 points higher for

the upper 25 per cent of G-roup 3.

3. A median of 6.75 points higher for the

lower 25 percent of G-roup 3.

4. A quartile deviation of 2.61 points





„ 1/higher for G-roup B."-/

In the second six weeks after rotating G-roup

A and B another objective test showed the follow-

ing for Group A which was then the pupil activity

group of the following results were obtained:

"1. A class median of 1.47 points higher

for Group A.

2.

A median of 2.25 points higher for the

upper .25 per cent of Group B.

3. A median of 1.13 points higher for t he

lower .25 percent of Group B.

4, A quartile deviation of 1.13 points higher

for Group B. nl/

The results of the questionnaires given to

thirty one pupils yielded the following:

1. Twenty one pupils considered the

pupil activity method more interesting.

2. Eighteen thought it more enjoyable

.

3. Twenty four held it provided opportunity

for more independent thinking.

4. Twenty pupils listed is as an aid in

l/lbid.

,

P. 52.





acquiring more knowledge.

5. Thirty stated that study time was used

to greater advantage.

6. Eighteen chose it in preference to the

"ouestion and answer" method.

7. All students held it required more

research.

The advantages drawn from the findings by

the author are;

"1. It is a more satisfactory method for

the upper 25 per cent.

2. It is jukt as good as the question and

answer method for the lower 25 per cent.

3. Students work more nearly up to their

capacities when instructed by it.

4. It is more adequate in developing

initiative research.

5. Students faVor it as a. method of

instruction over the question and answer procedure."

1/Ibid. p. 54.





II! STRUC T IQIIAL IIIPROVEKEN

T

Research probed into the actual use of the

question in the instruction of varied subject matter.

Frequent mention of its use theoretically has been

evidenced in literature. Morgan^/ stressed the

point that facts "per se" were of real value only

when they stimulated thought, their main advantage

was in using them as points of departure in the train

ing of children to use facts in thinking. Brown^/

gives advice using the question in geography in

warning that problems selected be worth solving,

suited to the pupils* capacity and provide use of

research tools in its solving. Teachers should

have a systematic preparation of questions and not

trust to inspiration is his concluding admonition,

r> f
lloore-^ says the same when he. tells us to ask

ourselves, before we interrogate, if the question

1/Thomas J. Morgan, "The Philosophy of Quest-
ioning, " Education . 7: 677-685; June, 1887.

2/Robert M, Brc \
,
"Questioning In Geography 11

Education . 37: 167-177; November, 1916.

2/K. K. Moore, "Test Questions of the "Thought
Type" in Visual Education," Educational Screen.
16: 113-114; April, 1937.
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of any real importance. Ke also tells us that

organization of material for study should he

considered as to the trivial and important, with

factual knowledge placed between the extremes.

Coulter!/ stresses making questions interest-

ing by connecting incidents of bygone days with

happenings familiar to the pupil. This task he

states is not as easy as one might be prone to

judge

.

The use of the question as an instructional

tool involves many issues for the teacher. Pupils

interests, how to shift them and then nourish to

fruition are but a few problems to be considered.

TEACHING- TECHNIQUES

Mayberry!/ executed a study in relation to

the teaching of geography 037- placing emphasis on

thought questions as guides for the children in

l^enneth 0. Coulter, "The Question Method
In Teaching History," Social Studies . Jl: 75-76;
February

. ,
19^0

.

2/L. W. Mayberry, "Measuring Results In
Teaching Geography." Elementary School Journal.
16: 381-387; March, 19137





a sixth grade. The pupils were given no more

than three thought questions twenty-four hours

before they were to discuss them. Criticism was

encouraged by other pupils when one of their

fellows was reciting, weaknesses of the stand

taken by the recitator was the basis of criticism.

Complete inform? tion was never allowed on a topic.

South America, was the country studied in the

experiment which lasted for twelve weeks. The

experimental class and two others which had not

been in the plan were tested by a. teacher ignorant

of the plan. Individual grading of questions was

used to determine success of fact questions.

The results were in favor of the experimental

class. No grades below seventy and three thirds

of the class had grades d^ove ninety, and ninety

six per cent average on fact questions. In the

other classes one a.veraged eighty three per cent

on fact and sixty per cent on thought, the other

eighty three on fact and seventy on thought.





The Conclusions were:

1. Reasoning 'day to day requires use of

facts to arrive at logical conclusions.

2. Interest is roused when subject matter

is presented in form of a solution of a problem.

A study with seventh and eighth grade pupils

in history was carried on by Helseth^/in which

pupils were encouraged to ash questions. She was

interested in the following facts; Degree of gain

in thinking about questions by children when en-

couraged and allowed to answer in their own plans,

will loss in values according to measurements by

standardized tests be evidenced when attention to

study methods rather than factual knowledge is em-

phasized? Ability of pupils to direct conscious

attention to methods of working and possibilities

with average rather than select group.

From September to May a class of one half

eighth grade and the other seventh, with IQ,
1 s

ranging from eighty five to one hundred twenty

1/Inga 0. Helseth, A Study of the Thinking Done
by a Croup of C-rade Children When Encouraged- to As'
Questions About United. States History . Contributors
to Education, No. 209, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1926, Pp. 163.





two, and eighty to one hundred fifty respectively

were given to understand that they could feel free to

do anything for their progress, lout that they

would be held responsible for their choice were

experimented with. The teachers tforked on questions

and topics suggested by the pupils end directed them

to the depths of any chosen activity. Stenographic

reports, observers notes and continual change of

oersonel were observed and used, hifty five minutes

daily were given to history, recitation and. re-

quired. study combined.

The data gathered revealed the following

general conclusions

:

"1. Children are eapable of asking and

answering for themselves goof questions in history.

2. Improvement in the children 1 s skill

in thinking about questions from history is possible.

3. Children's attention to their method of

study is a factor in this improvement.

4. Other values from history study are

retained through the attention be chiefly on methods
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of study. "V

Ifashburn-^/in a study involving the problems

that Mayberry and Kelseth were concerned with ar-

rived at the same conclusions that they found.

His method of approach however was through the use

of the question in respect to actual reading in

social sciences. He was primarily interested in

the position of the questions in the textbooks. An

historical account of a city, unfamiliar to American

school children was prepared as follows:

form on c
,

no questions; form two, questions at the

beginning; three, questions interspersed. at the

sta.rt of appropriate paragraphs; four, questions

interspersed at the end of appropriate paragraphs

and five, questions at the end of the story. Form

one was the control group form. Questions were

concerned with facts in the story and generaliza-

tions capable of going drawn from facts given.

Distribution of forms to equivalent and average

1/Ibid.
, p. 76.

2/John 11. Washburn, "The Use of Questions in
Social Sciences material, 11 Journal of Ffucrtional
Psychology . 20: 321-359; May 1929.





groups of junior high students was executed. Ident-

ical five section tests, "broken up into age, grade

and sex groups were administered. The total of four-

teen hundred, fifty six children were involved, in

individ.ual and. group comparisons. Principal con-

clusions are based on eight hundred and ixty children,

of five equivalent groups of seventh and ei ;hth graders,

and a few ninth grade boys and girls. Careful plan-

ning concerning proper test forms for each child, was

provided. Distribution of variables was cared for

by a change of seat plans at each assembly. The con-

ditions for rea.dJ.ng the story prior to the test

approximated those present in the reading of any social

science chapter.

Washburn's major findings drawn from an analyses

of his data are summarized, as follows: Questions

preceding a story or paragraph improves the average

score of a. group of junior high school pupils by

approximately forty per cent. A noticable spread,

of the tendency to generalize comes with questions

before and during reading, review questions result

in a restriction of generalizing ability. General-





izations are facetted by use of questions in any

position far more than recalling factual mate rial.

The main conclusions "ere: boys vet more than

;irls out of review questions. "The best placement

is the grouping of all questions at the beginning

i/lof the story.—' The worst placement is the grouping

of all questions at the end of the story.

1/ -

G-p.tto-^ found that the Discing of pertinent

ouestions at the head of each assignment in

supplimentary reading overcame the pupil’s failure

to understand what he was to derive from such

reading. Great advantages in improvement of the

purposes of supplementary reading were had. when

this technique was used..

The problem of position of questions in

reading was carried on by Sister Mary Laurentia

l/lbid.
, 35 S.

2/Ibid.
, 3. 358.

2/Frank 11. Gs.tto, "The Effect of Parallel
Reading in History, 11 University of Pittsburgh
School of Education J ourna

1

.2: 3-c
;
September, 1927

Boston University

School of Education

^ Library





G-olden—' in a study in 1942. The experiment was

conducted with approximately three hundred fifth

and sixth grade pupils. Two hundred end thirty

eight pupils, one hundred and nineteen in each

group, were actual participants. She states her

problem as follows

:

"To determine which of two types of reading

performance was the more efficient procedure in

the acquisition of- learning. These- two types were:

(1) A type of reading performance in which the

subject was permitted to first read the questions

and then find the answer in the reading or, (2)

A type of reading performance in which the

subject was permitted to read first the paragraph

and then proceed to a.nswer the questions. "£/

Her results favored reading followed by

questions rather than questions prior to reading.

1/Sister Mary Laurentia Golden, "Reading
Guided by Questions Versus Careful Reading Followed
by Questions," Journal of Education Psychology .

33 : 463-468; September, 1942

.

2/Ibid., p. 463.





A fewer number of errors showed in reading

followed by questions than in reading guided by

questions.

G-. K. Snaddoni/conducted a study to determine

the value of the use of the question in reference

to teaching the manual and industrial arts in the

intermediate grades and the high school. The

study was confined to just poor industrial arts

subjects. The instruction and not the construction

methods of the class period were studied. A series

of lessons taught according to a detailed, lesson

plan, verbatim accounts were subsequently analyzed

and tabulated. Observation was conducted, by the

experimenter to supplement written accounts by others.

Snaddon's conclusions coincided with other

studies in the following respects:

1. Attention, interest and stimulation

by questions was on the whole poor.

2. Questions were unevenly distributed,

1/Cr. H. Snaddon, "How to Use the Question
in Teaching the Industrial Arts," Industri al Arts
Ila.gazine . 16: $kl-5^3; December, 1927.





on the average only one third to one fourth of

the classes were active in verbal recitations

centered around the question.

3. Unnecessary question and answer repe-

titions in half the lessons reported.

L. Memorisation and factual questions

ran high, out of a total of one hundred thirteen

questions asked in eight lessons, forty seven per

cent were of the memory type.

5. Little or no use was made of the question

in developing of thought processes.

He gives us in summary of many thoughts ex-

pressed in previous articles:

"Effective questioning on the teacher’s

part contributes largely to efficient teaching.

Intelligent answering on the student's part is

conversant with his educational growth and d.evel-

opment .

Children's vocabulary can be strenghtened

by training them to use correct word.s to express

differences and. in expressing finer shades of

l/Snaddon, op, cit. p. 5^1.
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meaning. Jenkins^ among others in literature

have touched upon this point.

Chambless 2/

g

ives an example of the rich

adventures that may he brought to children by

skillful use of their queries. A question about

a syca.more tree she says ca.n lea.d children to

the religious rites of the negro, for it is a

tree he will not harm.

The childrens’ questions in class a/re an

admission of a lack of knowledge on their part.

The teacher must give the other half of learning

in the correct answer.

o, /
Da.le-V analyzed about fourteen studies which

concerned children’s interest a.s evidenced by

their Questions. From his analysis he drew the

following conclusions regarding curriculum

construction based on children’s queries:

1/Jenkins
,

op. cit, p. 60.

2/Eligabeth Chambless, "The Art of Asking
Questions," Volta Review . ~9: 40-41; January -

f 19

3/Edgar Dale, "Children's Questions as a
Source of Curriculum Material," Educational Re-
search Bulletin. Ohio State University, Columbus
Ohio. lcV 57-cc; March 17, 1937.





1. The curriculum c?n include questions

for study which do not have high interest value

for all students, since emphasis is upon individual

study.

2. Areas in which students lack experience

must be filled by the school, since such areas

allow only the vaguest questioning activity.

3. Training should be given students in

asking good questions.

4. More self-help mechanisms are needed

for students, such as competent librarians, better

reference books and similar media, so children

can learn by doing.

He summarizes his conclusions with the follow-

ing statement:

"Finally, children’s questions are of great

value in curriculum construction. Techniques of

collection and utilizing them, are in the main,

as yet unexplored. "1/

l/Tom., p





PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

De Garmo^/introduces his cha ter devoted to

questioning with the following rema.rks :

"To question well is to teach well. Tn the

skillful use of the question more than in anything

else lies the fine art of teaching; for in it we

have the quide to clear and vivid 'ideas, the quick

spur to imagination, the stumulus to thought,

the incentive to action. The question leads us

to perceive the implications involved, but hitherto

unrecognized, in our ‘knowledge and conduct, and It

enables us to focus our minds in recalling what T - re

have learned .

The problem of suggestion concurrent with

the asking of a question and its effect among

psychologists of the early eighteenth century,

a /
Lay*" in a work compiled by a. leading German

educator in the early nineties gives in summary

l/Charles De Garmo, Interest and Education
,

New York; the MacMillan Company, 1902. Pp. 179-204.

2/Ibid., p. 179.

Z_/\:

.

A. Lay, Experimental Pedagogy
,
New York

Prentice Hall Inc. 19; 6, "71 PP. Translated by
Adolph Neil.





many implications pertinent to questioning in

pedagogy. The studies, in the main, involved

children and are conclusion points conclusively

to the eager curiosity common to children, it is:

"The greatest number of questions are asked

by children between the ages of five and ten years

snd ninety-five per cent of these questions originate

in the desire for knowledge

.

A psychological vplue of the question is

here given:

"Questioning in teaching allows for practice

in reproduction. Every question is a stimulus
r} /

and every answer a response."—7

o /Rusk^ summarized, a similar studies oi an exper-

imental nature and mentions the use of the question

in reference to the evid.ent difference found in

the rate of reaction time between children and

1/Ibid
. , p. 238.

2/Ibid., p. 287.

^//Robert R. Rusk, Experimental Education,
n : Lon ai C

,
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adults. Mention is made, of the later proven fact,

that questioning in schools was probably too rapid

to permit proper functioning of nature’s limitations

in mental reaction of children. Rapid and clear

mental reactions of a broad scope, come usually only

with experiences entailing wide and varied character-

istics, absent in the young.

All studies reviewed in the foregoing refer-

ences gave evidence to the highly susceptive character

of the child's answers to intentional suggestive

interrogations

.

Yamada^/ summarized the literature and re-

search pertinent to the problem of suggestion in

education. A history, considerations given

suggestion as a stimulus to children's interests

and the truth of the great influence suggestion

has unon children, when received, from adults all

given adequate treatment.

In the Pedagogical Seminar^/his experimental

study of suggestibility and the form of the question

1/ Sochi chi Yamada, Suggestion in Education ,

Worcester, Mass., Master's Thesis, Clark University,
1911, Pp. 159.

2/ S 0chi chi Yamad a
,

"A Study of Q,u e s t i onii
,

Pad -
• •

:

'

: c ' 1 Seminary . 20: 127-186; June, 191?.

11





is reprinted. A revi w c im orient related re-

search is included in his chapter concerning the

history pertinent to his study ,=/Among others

he refers to research of Binet and Stern, who

used pictures and varied forms of suggestive

questions with children who participated in the

experiments. The studies he reviewed all pointed

to the following facts:

1. Interrogators’ suggestions influenced

respondents’ answers noticeably with children from

the ages of seven to nineteen.

2. Spontaneous answering by children

proved the best for producing the most accept-

able response.

His experimehtal study used the term

"Bericht" to mean a free narrative or spontaneous

report anr* "Verhor" to signify a response due to

formal interrogation of the instructor. The main .

problems in his experiment were:

"1. What is the relation; (1) between

the "Bericht" given first and the "Verhor" follow-

ing; (2) between the "Verhor" first and the "Bericht 11





succeeding.

2. What is the relation between normal

an <5 suggestive questions.

3. What is the relation between questions

suggesting the right answer and questions suggest-

ing the wrong answer? Here by suggestive quest-

ions we: mean the so called expectant as well as

the 'yes' or ‘no’ question. "i/

The experiment involved two parts, one with

ninety pupils from the seventh and eighth grades,

the other with forty four pupils of the same grade

levels. South America was the country being

studied' and the teachers involved were always

under the authors’ guidance. A review of

approximately ten minutes was allowed before the

two forms of the questions ’-'ere out on the black-

board to be answered, each one separately, then

erased. The oupils were instructed to give all

the information they coulc? with each set of quest-

ions. Different forms of the suggestive questions

l/lbia., p. 139 .
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were asked on the same subject matter but to different

observers so the suggestiveness of questions might

be compared. In the use of the "Bericht" care was

observed to avoid any possible presence of suggest-

ion.

From the data he gathered the following general

conclusions were drawn:

"1. the "Bericht" is far more trust-

worthy than the "Verhor," but the range of the

former is far smaller than of the latter.

2. Either method is defective for test-

ing children; both should go hand in hand

.

3. All questions, whatever their form,

have a suggestive influence; and hence children

should be trained to guard against suggestion and

to react to content and not the form of question.

A. Children are suggestible to external

as well as internal stimuli. They should be trained

to withstand unfortunate suggestions.

5. Children should be trained to formulate

questions themselves on what they have to learn





or to have learned

6. All questions, except those for drill

and experimentation, should he for purposive thinhnig.

7. The rate and tempo of questioning

should he regulated according to the subject matter

*nd the individual differences in reaction time.

8. The number of questions should not he

too numerous.

9. Questions should neither he too difficult

nor too easy, hut well adapted to the pupils

mind.

10. Questions should he clear and logical.

11. They should he given in a few words.

12. Vague, indefinite and fragmentary

answers should, not he accepted.

13. If possible, to avoid, it, the answer

should not he interrupted.

Burtt^/and G-askill made a study to determine

measures of quantitative type of the degree of

1/Ibid.
, pp. 180-181.

2/H. E. Burtt r nd H. V. G-askill, "Suggestibility
and the Form of the Question, " Journ 1 of A'relied
Psycho? ogy . 16: 758-37°: August, 19°2.





suggestiveness induce? in using carefully con-

structed purposeful questions.

T r -ro silent moving pictures, with no effect

of recent experience to the audience, were shown

in twenty five series to groups varying in number

from twenty nine to forty eight. The audience

were students picked from the elementary psychology

sections of the Spring class of 1930 at Ohio

State University. One exception was a group of

fourth grade pupils. The total number of partici-

pants was 818. The interest in the experiment

was confined to six wordings of the question

previously used by Musico-^' The six different word-

ings were:

1. Did you see a
2. Did you see the
3. Didn’t you see a
5. Didn’t you see the
5 . Was there a
6, Wasn’t there a

The participants were instructed to answer "yes’ 1

or "no'". The films were scenes of travel and.

27bernard Musico, "The Influence of the Form
of the Question," The British Journal of Psychology.
8: 351-389; 1915-19IS".





similar social study subject matter, thirty items

of information were given for each film. The

questions worded so a "yes" answer would be wrong

indicated suggestion had been effective. Six

other filler questions had obvious "yes" answers

to guard against a ’set’ for "no" answers among

the subjects. A master table was used in order to

have the questions fall systematically in each

of the varied forms to experimental groups. Six

supplementary series were shown to 272 subjects

instructed to answer yes, or don 1 t know in order

to analyze the element of "caution."

The major results arrived, at after analyzing

the data, were:

1. In getting a correct statement of fact

the advantage lies with the subjective form of the

question.

2. The objective form of question shows

s greater suggestiveness and. a higher d.egree of

caution in answering.
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3 . Suggestibility for children corresponded

to a known fact that children are highly swayed

by the influence of suggestion.

Muslco 1 s^/study of a similar nature to the

previous experiment and upon which the former

study was conducted yielded the following con-

clusion after the data was analyzed

:

"The general conclusion from the fore-

going is that the most reliable form of question

is a subjective direction question form which

contains neither a negative nor the definite article

(nor an equivalent of the definite article) . If

the content of a question be defined with some

expliticitness
,

it seems probable that the result-

ing question will carry an 'implicative 1 force

similar to that carried by the question form

containing the definite article
,
and produce

similar results .

"

He defines a subjective direction question

to includ.e all questions of the type similar to

l/Musico
,

on. cit. p. 385.
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Id you see a pistol onthat of the question, 11 D

the table?"

Harris 1 ^comment which may be applied to

the problem of sex questioning* by children has

the healthy, objective view needed in this matter

T rhen she says:

"There is sufficient mystery and beauty

in the real world to supply young children with

onder, to feed their imaginations nd to give

rise to real questions rather than fantastic ones

-i-t does not thwart imagination to turn it loose

^ /among real things."—7

She gives some good points on dealing with

children's questions. She recognizes curiosity

as extremely important but stresses the fact that

adults should not heap information upon the quest

ioner, only add information as the subject in-

quires into a pattern similar to other writers.

First, the science questions; second, the wonder-

1/Rhoda Harris, "Wondering and Asking Thy,
Study . 11: 57-68-j*

;
December, 19 ? 2 .

2/Ibid., p. 68.
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ings about conduct; third, religion anc other

questions pertinent to the mystery of life,

Pilpel^treats the questions of children

concerning the origin of life. That this interest

is had by children is well expressed in her own

77ords when she says:

"One perennial perplexity is the question
n /

of where babies come from,"±/

Continuing she mentions the fact that child-

ren soon learn that certain questions are unaccept-

able even among those whose approval they desire

most

.

Gruenberg^/also treated the problem of sex

questioning by children and points out that the

parents feelings about the topic and how the

questions are answered is of extreme importance

for a healthy outlook on life. He points out a

l/CeciT Pilpel, "Reading Between the Lines,"
Child Study . 11: 77- 791 ;

December, 1933.

2/Ibid., p. 78.

3/Benjamin C. Gruenberg, "Sex Questions Asked
and Unasked, “ Child Study . 11: 75-761 ;

December If. 3 3

.





truth when he says:

"It is here that we have discredited the

I

desire to know, to understand; and it is here that

"e have stimulated curiosity, perhaps unduly,

by means of the veils and the whispers v
He stress the need for the adult to be

able to speak to the child ob jectively, but adults

must first become sufficiently objective thernselve
o /

Pipel=/ and Frank list some questions asked

by mothers concerning children's interrogations.

Some of these questions are herein included:

Question - "What should a mother do when

her child asks questions which are embarrasing to

her because of the time or place, or the situation

at the moment?"

Answer - A child who does not sense that

there are times and places sex is not talked about

should be satisfied with this type reply, "We'll

l7Ibid'.
, p. 75.

2/Cecil Pilpel and Josette Frank, " Parents
Questions and. Discussion." Child. Study . 11:
84-84; December, 1933.





talk about that some other time." If the child

persists one should look for other motivations of

which questioning may be but the overt expression.

Question - "How shall we treat the type

of Questions which are obviously attention getting

devices? Should we answer them?"

Answer - Revert to the child finding his

own answers -and this will gradually give the child

satisfaction which will give him his needed, security

from personal achievement rather than from adult

attention.

Question - "When a child up to the age of

seven asks very few questions, is this an indi-

cation that he is larking in general alertness

and intelligence?"

Answer - If he is interested in the "how"

of things one need not be too concerned. This

type child answers his questions by doing. If

it Is another reason, probably emotional difficultie

try to establish a more sympathetic rapport between

the child and the versons he questions.





n r-

Question - "A girl of mine who has heard

of the menstrual process is ashing a great many

questions about sex matters. Is this normal?"

Answer - The pre-pubertal period is a

normal time for such questions. The Inch of

previous questioning is due probably to her previous

experience with adults. Inform her of the biolog-

ical process and alla.y any possible emotional

concern. Make certain that the oossibly masked
a /

questions are fully and satisfactorily answered.

The writers stress the importance of look-

ing for the underlying causes of extreme question-

ing by children on morbid life details. In such

cases consideration should be given the total

environment of the child and the child 1
s sum total

reactions to the environment.

The same a.rticle contains and excellent study

guide for dealing with children’s questions.

The writer felt it was worthy of full inclusion

here

.

1/lbi.a. , P. 33.
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STUDY OUTLINE: CURIOSITY

THE CHILDS QUESTIONS

Are they

:

Indications of intelligent interest in

world and people? Merely a form of con-

versation? Attention getting devices?

"Stalling" devices, to avoid compliance

with request or command? "Cover quest-

ions ,
11

THE ADOLECENT'S QUESTIONS

Do they indicate:

Search for factual material? Substitute

for individual research or reading? Out

lets for repressed emotional needs and

interests?

NORMAL VS. MORBID CURIOSITY

Classification depends upon:

Individual nature of child, emotion

needs of child, age and mental capacity,

opportunities of legimate satisfaction.

PARENTAL ATTITUDE TOWARD CURIOSITY

How questions are answered depend upon:
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Ability to interpret questions

Recognition of child's real need.

Technique for giving answers or guiding

child in search of information.

Freedom from inhibitions which make answer-

ing every question in detail .
^

Schonfeld^/in mentioning children's questions

leaves a helpful suggestion to help determine

whether or not the cause of the query rose from

a neurotic or natural manifestation of curiosity.

He advises trying to get the child's own answer

since it is plausable that a. questioner usually

'has formulated some answer prior to asking a

question, "is idea expressed in his words is:

"The reply he has already made for his

own satisfaction is the surest symptom of whether

his curiosity drive is diverging into confusion

and serious misunderstanding, or is passing through

natural, constructive steps toward maturity ,
"-2/

l/lbid.
, p . 84

.

2/Dudley D. Schonfeld, "Curiosity as a Symptom. 11

Child Study . 11:73-74; December, 1933.

2/Ibid., p. 7 1
'

.
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CURRENT TRENDS IN EDUCATIONAL TEXTBOOKS





CHAPTER IV

CURRENT TRENDS IN EDUCATIONAL TEXTBOOKS

Current educational textbooks re echo funda-

mental considerations regarding the use of question-

ing in teaching found in the literature of centuries

long past. A few references to modern day educational

textbooks "ill suffice in evidencing this as true.

Adventl/summarizes the techniques and con-

siderations of basic importance in utilizing the

Question in cla.ssroom activity. Kis value of the

query may be expressed in his awn T-'ords when he

says

:

"Among the available methods for teach-

ing there is no method so extensively used as the

question and answer, expecially on the elementary

and secondary levels. It is an economical way

to results - a companion for all other methods.

Questions are indispensable as a. stimulus to evoke

pupi 1 res >on s e s .
—

•

1/Joseph E. Advent, Excellencies and. Errors in
Teaching Methods, Joseph E. Advent Pul lishing House
Knoxville, Tenn. 1934, PP. 248-278.

2/Ibid., p. 248.





Burton^ discusses the questions' function

as a guide in learning given types and character-

istics of queries most conducive to efficient

teaching.

Bagley^/and MacDonald treat the use of the

question from the points of its use in directing

attention, rousing interest and as a diagnostic

instrument to reveal talents and lacks in pupils.

The admonition, given by most authors, against

using fact and memory questions, rather than

selected thought questions is given emphases.

A summary of most rules, and implications

fostering efficient operation of the question

and answer method, in pedagogy as given by

educational theorists is given by Reagan. .A

l/¥illiam H. Burton, The C-ui danc e of Learning
Activities, Hew York: D. An ~lton Century Company
19 i

'

/

, PP. 361-367

.

2/William C. Bagle.y and Marion E. MacDonald,
Standard Practices in Teaching, Hew York, MacMillan
Company, 1932, pp. 32-77.

2/G-. W . Reagan, Fundamentals of Tea cliing
,

Chicago, Scott Foresman Company, 1932, pp. 319-336.
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Douglas si/ and Mills make reference to the

practice of proper English usage, courtesy and

fair play in the question and answer activities

tha.t comprise a greater part of class time

.

Consideration of the child’s natural gift

of curiosity and his hunger to satisfy this trait

hy incessant Questioning of eiders with the con-

current duty of teachers to patiently and illunin-

atingly give responses in a sympathetic manner

2l/all are found mentioned by Patrir-'

Yoakam-^/and Simson devote a chapter to

questioning and consider most of the thoughts

found in the textbooks giving place to its discussion.

The give the classification characteristics,

purpose and function, values and techniques of

l/Harl R. Douglass and. Hubert H. Mills,
Teaching in the High Schools, New York, Ronald.
Press Company, 19^8, pp. 26"/- 26 7

.

2/Angelo Patri, The Questioning Child a nd
Other Essays , Hew York, D. Appelton and Company,
1931 , PP. 1-10.

j/G-era.ld A. Yoakam and Robert G-. Simson:
An Introduction to Teaching r nd Learning

,
New York,

The Mr Chilian Company” 193^p PP. 105-121.





good and poor questions adequate treatment for

brief insight into the paramount place held by

this method of instruction in teaching. Its use

with the newer .trends of school practices they

comment in this manner:

"In socialized discussions, in problem

and project teaching, in activity situations, and

elsewhere the teacher will find, much use for ex-

pertness in questioning. "=/

Among suggestion for teacher and teaching

improvement by Butler^' is found a.n idea, if acted

upon would certainly give noticeable progress in

pedagogy. This data stated in his own words is:

"When we say that a teacher’ s questions

are poor we actually mean that her knowledge and

thinking are poor. Why not be honest and ca.ll a

spade a spa.de? We endeavor to do everythihg by

techniques; on the contrary the source responsible

1/Ibid.
_

; p. 120.

2/Frank A. Butler, The Improvement of
Teaching in Secondary Schools ,

Chicago, University
of Chicago Press, 1939, pp. 195-197. •





for the weakness should be strengthened and. invig-

orated. -.1/

His point is not to be considered lightly

when study shows pupil questions as good or better

than teacher interrogations and that conscious

attention to use of queries in classrooms does

give beneficial results.

2/Wrinkle-7 and Amentrout hold that methods of

teaching would not be considered adequately if

the use of the question and answer was not included

Their va.lue ma.y be expressed in the following quote

"The question is the key to all educative

activity above the habit - skill level."!./

The recognition of the principle that true

learning stems from self activity and not passive

receptance of knowledge Mo ssmanii/directs attention

l/lbidT
, p. 195*

2/W. L. Wrinkle and W. D. Armentrout
,

Directed,
Observation and Teaching in the Secondary Schools .

New York, The MacMillan Comoany, 1932, V 5 . 184- 20^.

2/Ibid.
, p. 185.

4/Lois Coffey Mossman, Activity Concent

.

and Interpretation. New York, The MacMillan Company
o. 1W7~

'
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to the duty of the teacher in giving direction

to the pupil in finding his cum answers, not merely

giving the answer to every question.

Cole^as other authors v .akes note that Quest-

ions should he used as guides to learning and not

time consumers or tools for forcing knowledge into

pupils. Her advice related to the thought type

question is expressed when she saj :

"If two or three properly formulated questions

are provided, they ''ill require a comprehension of

all the ideas in a selection before they are answered. 11

a /
Nash-" made an arbitrary selection of twenty

five lea-ding writers in the educational field to

classify the significant recommendations and

elements considered by these authors regarding

questioning in pedagogy. He listed the frequency

of statements, suggestions and opinions of the

l/Luella Cole, T^e Elementary School Subjects .

New York, Rineh rt nd Company, Inc"] 1946, pp. 99-103

•

2/lbid,
, p. 99.

2/Nash, op. cit. pp. 1-56.
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authors . Lyzed n<3 he f oilowing comments:

"1. The count of frequencies or their

per centages does not measure conditions T - Tith

mathematical accuracy hut does give a valid bases

for judgment. ,, 1/

The main phases of his search were:

1. Considerations of the function of the

question.

2. Essential factors of good questions.

3. Advantages of questioning.

4. Tests of a good question.

5. Types of questions to be avoided.

6. Techniques to be developed in questioning.

He found that eighty four per cent of the

authors agreed on the function of a question in:

1, Stimulating thought and a pivotal

technique .-

2. In development of subject matter for

testing and developing independent thought,

l/lbid.
, p. 6.





The following functions as given by the

authors he analyzied were sixteen per cent and

under in frequency;

1.

To foster self expression; securing

information; reveal points of mistaken understanding

and to be used as a contact point between pupils

and t chers .

Essential factors of a "ood question had

the following per cents of frequency:

1. Definiteness, eighty four per cent.

2. Clearness and suited to age level

of child, ninety two per cent.

3. Logical sequence, ninety six per cent.

k. Sufficient scope, fifty two per cent.

5. Tempo, twenty per cent.

The advantages of questioning activities

are summarized by the author when he lists the

three advantages found most frequently:

"1. Check pupils and teachers.

2. Compel special pointedness of thought.

3. G-ive pupils a chance to use the knowledge





they had to acquire more. "V

Among factors to he avoided the three main

ones from his study are:

1. Obscure or indefinite.

2. Leading or suggestive.

3. Alternative.

1/Ibid.
, p. 29.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR

FURTHER RESEARCH

The purpose of this study was to summarize the

available experimental research and relevant literature

on the subject of the questioning technique in

pedagogy. In brief summary the following information

was obtained by the writer:

1. Ancient writers were well aware of the

importance of children’s questions in the teaching

process

.

2. Comparatively few theses and research

studies directly concerned with questioning are

listed in the usual indexes referred to by students.

3. Negative criticisms are few, but pointed.

4. In theory, many fine suggestions for

improving questioning activities in education are

present

.

Much information is available regarding

pupils’ interest and abilities in questioning

activities, both in and out of the classroom.





6. Instruction? 1 improvement has been developed

in experimental research to an encouraging degree

relevant to the question and answer technique of

teaching.

7. Definite techniques have been subjected

to experimental research with excellent results.

8. Psychological factors have received

excellent treatment in both experimental and non-

experimental work.

9. All throughout the literature, curiosity

has been considered a basic factor to be recognized

with in teaching and learning. The question - the

verbal expression of this trait receives the same

consideration.

10.

Disregard for human characteristics has

proven harmful in teaching and learning, as is

true in other life activities.

Study might well be directed to the following

Problems

:

1. Provisions made for teaching the art of

questioning in teacher’s colleges.





2. Administrative and supervisory provisions

in school systems for the proper use of the all

important factor of questioning, as a tool in teach-

ing and learning.

3. Critical studies of practices in question-

ing prevalent in actual teaching today.

4. Summaries of good practices in operation

among teachers regarding fruitful uses of this

pedagogical technique.

5. Particular survey and experimental studies

in varied subject matter fields to discover improved

methods
>

of teaching subjects which adapt themselves

most readily to the question and answer methods.

6. The formation of courses of study, lesson

plans and units of teaching based on children’s

questions

.

7. Study analyses of textbooks used in school

systems to determine areas covered end. a comparative

study with known facts of children's interests and

needs .





The writer hopes this present study “ill help

some in redirecting attention to the relatively

neglected technique of teaching and learning by

questioning. The importance of the Questioning

spirit of man is not of a trivial nature, since it

stems from a. salient and essential trait of man -

curiosity - which Nature provided "homo sapiens"

to clear his intellect from the infant stage of

"tabula rosa." With biological growth the normal

man has intellectual growth also. Definite biological

needs instilled by Nature, if neglected cause mal-

functioning, likewise psychological and intellectual

needs if voided by neglect do harm to the happiness

of man. Curiosity, a tendency to seek and explore

the world in which we live anc its natural express-

ion in the written or spoken question is not a

factor to be lightly dealt with. Many are the

misfortunes of ms.n that might never had been suffered

if he knew how to question logically and had been

the fortunate recipient of the truth, one of our

primary objectives in this life.





To those who have freely taken upon themselves

the task of educating the young and those seeking

knowledge, the responsibility of providing proper

answers to questions, fully understood, falls heavily.

A full understanding of the nature of curiosity and

its feelers - the queries of the learner - is one

of the first qualities a teacher must strive to

make his own. A country rests its future strength

upon ,he coming generation, educators, must under-

stand and fully answer sincere questions of their

charges to give the coming generations the best

heritage possible.

Theory and wise sayings will help the individual

to attain happiness, but only conscious, sincere,

and intelligent practice will bring about its fullest

realization
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